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Abstract. Personalization approaches in learning environments can be ad-
dressed from different perspectives and also in various educational settings, in-
cluding formal, informal, workplace, lifelong, mobile, contextualized, and self-
regulated learning. PALE workshop offers an opportunity to present and discuss 
a wide spectrum of issues and solutions, such as pedagogic conversational 
agents, personal learning environments, and learner modeling. 

1 Introduction 

The 3rd International Workshop on Personalization Approaches in Learning Environ-
ments (PALE)1

1 

 takes place on June 10th, 2013 and is held in conjunction with the 21th 
conference on User Modeling, Adaptation, and Personalization (UMAP 2013). The 
topic can be addressed from different and complementary perspectives. PALE work-
shop aims to offer a fruitful crossroad where interrelated issues can be contrasted, 
such as pedagogic conversational agents, responsive open learning environments, and 
learner modeling. The benefits of the personalization and adaptation of computer 
applications have been widely reported both in e-learning (the use of electronic media 
to teach, assess, or otherwise support learning) and b-learning (to combine traditional 
face-to-face instruction with electronic media - blended learning). 

http://adenu.ia.uned.es/workshops/pale2013/   
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Previous PALE workshops (both at UMAP 2011 and UMAP 2012) have shown 
several important issues in this field, such as behavior and embodiment of pedagogic 
agents, suitable support of self-regulated learning, appropriate balance between learn-
er control and expert guidance, design of personal learning environments, contextual 
recommendations at various levels of the learning process, predicting student out-
comes from unstructured data, modeling affective state and learner motivation, and 
using sensors to understand student behavior and tracking affective states of learners, 
harmonization of educational and technological standards, processing big data for 
learning purposes, predicting student outcomes, adaptive learning assessment, and 
evaluation of personalized learning solutions. This points at individualization of learn-
ing as still a major challenge in education where rapid technological development 
brings new opportunities how to address it. A lot of data can be collected in the edu-
cational process, but we need to find ways how to use it reasonably and to develop 
useful services in order to make the learning process more effective and efficient. 
Novel personalized services and environments are needed especially in lifelong and 
workplace educational settings, in order to support informal, self-regulated, mobile, 
and contextualized learning scenarios. A big challenge is also adaptation considering 
both long-term objectives and short-term dynamically changing preferences of learn-
ers. Here open and inspectable learner models play an important role. In the case of 
pedagogic conversational agents personalization is fostered by the use of adapted 
dialogues to the specific needs and level of knowledge of each student.  

In order to foster the sharing of knowledge and ideas to research on these issues, 
PALE format moves away from the classic 'mini-conferences' approach and follows 
the Learning Cafe methodology to promote discussions on open issues regarding per-
sonalization in learning environments. This means that participants attending the 
workshop benefit both from interactive presentations and constructive work. 

2 Workshop themes 

The higher-level research question addressed in the workshop is: “What are suitable 
approaches to personalize learning environments?” It is considered in various con-
texts of interactive, personal, and inclusive learning environments. The topics of the 
workshop included (but not limited to) the following: 

• Motivation, benefits, and issues of personalization in learning environments 
• Approaches for personalization of inclusive, personal and interactive learning envi-

ronments 
• Successful methods  and techniques for personalization of learning environments 
• Results and metrics in personalized learning environments 
• Social and educational issues in personalized learning environments 
• Use of pedagogic conversational agents 
• Affective computing in personalized learning environments 
• Ambient intelligence in personalized learning environments 
• User and context awareness in personalized learning environments 
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3 Contributions 

A blind peer-reviewed process by three reviewers per paper with expertise in the area 
was carried out to select the contributions for the workshop. As a result, 4 submis-
sions were accepted, which report designing approaches, evaluation methods and 
open issues for eliciting the recommendation support to personalize learning envi-
ronments.  

Arevalillo-Herráez et al. [1] discuss what is needed to design an experiment for 
capturing relevant information from an ITS to improve the learner’s competence in 
solving algebraic word problems considering learners’ emotional and mental states. 
To enrich learner’s experience with affective support both action logs to record user’s 
interaction with the system, which can be used to discover important information that 
help instructional designers to improve the ITS performance, and emotional infor-
mation gathered from external sources, which reflect affective or mental states, can be 
used.  

Labaj and Bieliková [2] propose a conversational evaluation approach be used 
within ALEF adaptive learning framework that tracks the user attention and uses that 
information to ask the evaluation questions at the appropriate time and right when the 
user is working with the part in question (or just finished working with it). This ap-
proach aimed to get higher cooperation from the user providing more feedback than 
when we would ask them randomly.  

Koch et al. [3] are researching, developing, and testing technologies to instrument 
classrooms, collect human signal data, and derive meaning that can lead to understand 
their relation with the education performance. In particular, they have developed an 
interface to capture human signals in learning environment, integrated into innovative 
analytic models to extract meaning from these data and have implemented a proof-of-
concept experiment to detect variations of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
based on level of attentiveness, activity and task performance. 

Manjarrés-Riesco et al. [4] discuss open issues which arise when eliciting personal-
ized affective recommendations for distance learning scenarios, such as scarce report-
ed experiences on affective support scenarios, ii) affective needs, iii) difficulties of 
affective communication in virtual learning communities, iv) reduced scope of the 
affective support provided in current approaches, and v) lack of resources for educa-
tors to provide affective support. These issues were identified in the course of apply-
ing TORMES user centered engineering approach to involve relevant stakeholders 
(i.e. educators) in an affective recommendation elicitation process. 
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Abstract. Recent progress in affective computing is having an important impact 

on the development of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS). Many ITS use action 

logs to record user’s interaction with the system, such as to discover important 

information that help instructional designers to improve the ITS performance. 

However, finer grain interaction data as well as emotional information gathered 

from external sources is required to determine affective or mental states that can 

be used to enrich learner’s experience with affective support. In this paper, we 

discuss what is needed to design an experiment for capturing relevant infor-

mation from an ITS to improve the learner’s competence in solving algebraic 

word problems considering learners’ emotional and mental states.   

Keywords: Affective computing, ITS, Multimodal emotions detection. 

1 Introduction 

User’s affective state features a strong relationship with the cognitive process [1-4]. In 

the MAMIPEC and MARES projects we aim at exploring potential applications of 

affective computing in the context of accessible and personalized learning systems. 

To this end, we consider a user context that includes a wide range of appliances and 

devices to enrich the user’s interaction. To study possible ways to detect user’s emo-

tions in a learning context, a number of experiments focused on emotional data gath-

ering have been carried out. A total of 92 subjects with different profiles and back-

grounds, including people with functional diversity [5], were asked to solve a collec-

tion of mathematical exercises through dotLRN Learning Management System (LMS) 

while emotional information was gathered both from sensors and questionnaires. 

In order to further understand the learning implications of affective states, identify 

possible applications of affect detection in tutoring systems, and reinforce some of the 
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conclusions drawn from the above study, we are currently following two research 

directions: 1) investigating potential applications of affective computing to improve 

an ITS developed in the context of the MARES project [6, 7]; 2) extending the 

dotLRN open source LMS and related software modules to include the required adap-

tive affective support through affective educational oriented recommendations [8].  

This paper describes some of the actions adopted by both research groups to im-

prove the existing ITS and endow it with adaptive and affective support through rec-

ommendations. This ITS is deployed as a standalone application that provides tutor-

ing features on a mathematical topic. In particular, the application aims at improving 

the learner’s competence in solving algebraic word problems. The algebra domain has 

been chosen because of the many possibilities that it offers, regarding potential re-

sponses to specific mental states. Next, the ITS is described. After that, we discuss 

how to enrich the ITS with affective information based on the analysis of results car-

ried out to date on the aforementioned experiments.  

2 ITS description and position within the state of the art 

The ITS emulates the behavior of a human tutor by tracking the current resolution 

path that the student is following, and adapts feedback accordingly. To this end, ex-

pert knowledge on the structure of word problems is codified by using hypergraphs 

that represent the relations between quantities in the different analytical readings as-

sociated with each problem [6, 7]. The system is able to provide feedback and hints 

on demand. In both cases, the most likely analytical reading is computed and used to 

adapt the system response, which is given in natural language. 

 

 

Fig. 1. A screenshot of the ITS in tutoring mode 

Fig. 1 shows a screenshot of the system in tutoring mode. The panel on the left 

hand side is used to define quantities, either by using a letter or as a function of other 
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quantities that have already been defined. In the figure, the student has already used 

letters x and y to designate the ages of Mike and his father, respectively; and is cur-

rently defining Mike’s age 4 years ago as x-4. The panel on the right hand size is used 

to build equations that relate several existing quantities. To encourage a systematic 

problem solving approach, calculator-like components are used in both cases. These 

contain the basic operators and one button per quantity already defined. The compo-

nent used to build equations includes an additional button for the equals sign. In this 

way, quantities need to be defined before they are used to either define another quan-

tity or set an equation. The question mark button at the right-bottom corner of the 

screen is used to request a hint. If this button is pressed, a hint is displayed on a float-

ing window. This window is also used to provide feedback to incorrect actions. In 

Fig.1, a sample help box is also shown on top of the main application window.  

The ITS has been designed so that action logs are dynamically produced as the user 

interacts with the system. Student actions are written to a file in natural language. Fig. 

2 shows an example of the output generated. In this file, it can be observed that after 

defining the two letters, the student requested a hint. Again, the student felt unable to 

carry out the recommended action and asked for further help. The system reacted by 

giving further details on the first action suggested. Still, the student did not know 

what to do and abandoned the application without finishing the resolution. Apart from 

other obvious uses of such visual information (e.g. files can be inspected to study the 

student’s performance in detail), we are currently working on applying machine learn-

ing algorithms to the logs in order to draw relevant conclusions regarding situations 

that may demotivate the learner and cause abandonments.  

 
NEW PROBLEM LOADED: Ages 

    STATEMENT: Mike's father is 3 times as old as Mike. 4 years ago, he 

was 4 times older. How old is Mike? 

    USER ACTION: DEFINING LETTER. 

      - x to represent Mike's current age 

    SYSTEM ACTION: ACCEPTED 

    USER ACTION: DEFINING LETTER. 

      - y to represent Mike's father age 

    SYSTEM ACTION: ACCEPTED 

    SYSTEM ACTION: HINT GIVEN. 

      4 years ago, Mike was four years younger than today  

      You may try to define  

        Mike's age 4 years ago 

        as a function of  

          - 4 

          - Mike's current age (x) 

    SYSTEM ACTION: HINT GIVEN. 

      4 years ago, Mike was four years younger than today  

      Hence  

        Mike's age 4 years ago = Mike's current age less 4 

        You may try to define 

        Mike's age 4 years ago 

        as x-4 

    USER ACTION: EXITING WITHOUT FINISHING 

Fig. 2. An example of the high-level log produced by the application 
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Despite the possibilities offered by the high level information in the logs, finer 

grain interaction data may have a relatively higher importance to determine affect or 

mental states. For example, inactivity times, mouse movements or the time elapsed 

between clicks when defining an expression may provide important indicators rele-

vant for the learning process. Combined with other (ideally non-invasive) sources of 

information (webcams, eye tracking hardware), interaction data can be used to detect 

specific emotional situations such as concentration, boredom, confusion or frustration 

[9-11]. In turn, this information can be directly used by the ITS to adapt common 

responses and/or handed to a recommender system to act in consequence [2].  

3 Issues to consider for emotions detection in the ITS  

Currently, we are trying to take advantage of the ITS tracking capabilities to enrich 

the multimodal emotional data mining detection approach [12] by gathering more 

detailed interaction and emotional information from the ITS and further exploit its 

adaptive features. In a previous experience [5], which was planned by a multidiscipli-

nary team that includes experts in different fields (mathematics education, psycholo-

gy, programming, data mining, machine learning and modeling), participants had to 

solve multiple choice mathematical exercises. Affective states were elicited at pre-

determined moments during the experience and gathered through several sources as 

follows: i) physiological sensors (hearth rate, breath rate, temperature, galvanic skin 

response, blood pressure) in order to detect significant variations related to certain 

changes in learner's affective state, ii) video recording (web cams, Kinect device, eye 

tracker) to find characteristic emotional meaningful facial gestures and attention foci, 

iii) interaction records (from mouse, keyboard and desktop) to identify behavioural 

changes, iv) standardized questionnaires (e.g. Big Five Inventory, General Self-

Efficacy Scale, Positive and Negative Affect Schedule) to take into account certain 

aspects of participant’s personality and emotions and v) self-reports and scales (e.g. 

Self-Assessment Manikin) on their feelings and thoughts. 

In order to elicit several affective states, three groups of questions were prepared. 

The first one was easy if paper and pencil could be used, but participants were not 

allowed to do so. The next group of questions was limited in time, allowing less time 

than needed in order to cause stress in the participants (they were told that time was 

sufficient enough to fulfill the task). In the third group of questions the difficulty level 

was lowered and the type of problem was changed to logical series in order that par-

ticipants could finish the session with a sensation of joy and happiness. 

Although the experimental design allowed for a coherent data capture, the platform 

(being an LMS) lacked of some relevant functionality that could have enriched the 

quality of the information gathered in order to dynamically adapt the system behavior 

according to the user’s input. Moreover, dotLRN does not provide in-built support for 

capturing interaction data. Mouse clicks, keyboard strokes and other interaction data 

had to be captured by using independent software, hence requiring a careful post-

processing step to ensure that all data were adequately synchronized with the addi-

tional sensors used, namely video recorded information and physiological sensors.  
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In order to plan the experimental design to be carried out with the ITS based on the 

experience of previous experiments, the following issues are being addressed: 

 Determination of the affective and mental states that are relevant from a 

learning perspective. Boredom, interest and frustration are some of these relevant 

states. Here, the involvement of educators with experience in providing affective 

support through virtual learning scenarios is needed. The purpose here is to help 

these educators to identify relevant situations that require emotional support, and 

ultimately define the support to be provided. TORMES methodology, which adapts 

the ISO standard 9241-210, can be used to guide educators to elicit and describe 

affective recommendations with educational value in their scenarios [13]. 

 Selection of the most adequate devices to capture appropriate data that can be 

used to infer the user’s affective/mental state. Although non-intrusive devices 

are preferred, other more intrusive are still of interest. Despite that they may not be 

directly applicable in current practical setups, research conclusions may highlight 

their importance and encourage the construction of non-intrusive devices to capture 

the same type of signal. Microsoft Kinect technology, eye tracking, webcams, 

physiological sensors were already used at previous experiments [5, 12].  

 Plan the data gathering process. This includes deciding on the most relevant 

variables, the format used to record the data produced by the different devices, and 

the synchronization mechanism that will be used to be able to combine information 

coming from the multiple sources. The ITS runs as a standalone application, and 

may easily be extended to capture low level interaction data related to keystrokes 

and mouse clicks and movements, and/or modified to adapt the higher level infor-

mation that is currently recorded to the objectives of the experience. However, oth-

er devices are not integrated into the ITS and may require further development to 

ease the subsequent analysis, as well as their synchronization. 

 Elicitation of affective/mental states. During the interaction, affective and mental 

states need to be provoked. The analysis of this type of interventions is focused on 

inferring changes in the user’s affective state from the reactions detected by the in-

put devices. The ITS is currently able to assess the difficulty of each problem by 

examining the analytical reading associated with them; and it is also capable of 

providing adapted feedback by using parameterized templates. These two features 

can be exploited to devise specific instructional designs aimed at eliciting emotions 

rather than maximizing learning. 

4 Major Challenges  

Apart from the intrinsic difficulty associated with detecting metal states in a non-

intrusive way, there are many other aspects that make the work on enriching the ITS 

with affective support specially challenging. Currently, the ITS does not incorporate a 

recommender system, which could issue appropriate responses when particular affec-

tive and mental states are detected. The integration of the many aspects involved in 

the construction of a recommender system based on the detection of mental states 

requires expertise in several application fields. For this reason, a multidisciplinary 
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team with experience in different areas has been built. Group members coming from 

the psychology field have previously copped with the problems involved in the affec-

tive states detection. In particular, their experience will serve to collect and integrate 

the great variety of sources of information –cognitive, behavioral and physiological– 

present in the study of emotions. This will be specifically valuable to maximize the 

amount, accuracy and relevance of emotional information, along with the minimiza-

tion of intrusiveness to yield more accurate information. The expertise of other mem-

bers in artificial intelligence is needed to construct data models which are appropriate 

for the problem at hand, to design the inference that will support the system and to 

combine the multiple information sources which will be fed into the recommender. 

Psycho-educational expertise is another fundamental ingredient, mainly related to the 

identification of situations where recommendations may have a positive impact in 

learning. Some team members have extensive experience in this subject and have 

developed an entire methodology to support the elicitation of educational oriented 

recommendations (TORMES), which can be used to identify opportunities where 

affective based recommendations could be offered [13]. Emotional support in e-

learning platforms is currently a widely addressed issue in order to take advantage of 

the role emotions play in learning and cognitive process [1]. Affective state detection 

is a necessary open issue widely addressed, where the use of many different data 

sources (drawing a multimodal approach) is being applied in order to get new and 

richer information about the learner [14]. Due to the huge amounts of data a multi-

modal approach can lead to, the use of data mining techniques to extract affective 

information from the data gathered surfaces.  

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

Results from first experience on emotional states detection is the basis for a new ex-

periment that aims to incorporate affective support to an existing ITS in the algebra 

domain. Shortcomings identified in the first experience have been considered to be 

used in a more flexible standalone tutoring application (from the adaptation point of 

view) than an LMS. Experiments are being designed on the same platform as affec-

tive support will be provided (i.e. the ITS).  

Once the new experiment is run, data mining will proceed in a similar way as in 

the previous experiments. Conclusions will be used to include affective information 

into the user’s model, and to adapt the ITS to react to disruptive emotional and mental 

states. The effect of incorporating affective support will then be evaluated in a real 

environment, with the participation of students at secondary education. High level 

logs will also be analyzed to identify factors that may contribute to promoting positive 

and negative mental states. This information will be used by instructional designers to 

improve the ITS. Furthermore, it can also be used to define affective educational ori-

ented recommendations that can deliver affective feedback provided that the required 

adaptive infrastructure has been developed. This project implies far more than simply 

detecting mental states, but the development of a module that uses information related 

to the user’s mental states to improve learning is a challenging issue on itself.  
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Abstract. Current educational systems offer many personalized features. But do 

they really help? Which personalization method is the best in given settings? 

Evaluating the personalization in an educational system is as important as de-

signing the methods themselves. While many quantitative and qualitative meth-

ods have been explored previously, there are various rules and issues when per-

forming experiments with participants – users. E.g. users should not interact 

with experimenters, but on the other hand, only post-session testing can be af-

fected by maturation. We proposed a conversational evaluation approach in 

which we combine advantages of uncontrolled experiments with advantages of 

other methods. We describe a method for evaluation questions asked to the us-

ers in appropriate moments during their work in a web-based environment and 

its initial evaluation within ALEF adaptive learning framework. 

1 Introduction and Related Work 

When designing and operating adaptive and personalized systems in particular, evalu-

ation is an essential part of the process. Without knowing the performance of the per-

sonalized system when employing various methods with various parameters, it is 

impossible to judge its effectiveness, pick successful methods, or make adjustments at 

all. Differing evaluation methods can be employed for one adaptive system, even on 

multiple levels, evaluating the adaptive system by parts [1], where we can often omit 

users, e.g. by using golden standards. Here we focus on those evaluation methods, 

which include users using the adaptive system being evaluated. 

One can focus on if and how users interact with the experimenter in a user-centered 

evaluation and recognize several common approaches [1, 2]: questionnaires (series of 

questions displayed on paper or within a system), interviews (interviewer asks the 

user), data log analysis (user actions are recorded and analyzed without the participa-

tion of the user, focus groups (a discussion in a group of participants), and think-aloud 

protocols (the user describes their actions during the session). 

Regardless of whether the users are interviewed, given pre-tests or questionnaires, 

or we only use logs of their activity, another categorization can made on how the 

experiment is performed. Three types of experiments are a common practice in adap-
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tive systems such as recommender systems [3]: offline evaluation, user studies (con-

trolled experiments), and online evaluation (uncontrolled experiments). 

In offline experiments, previous user interaction with the system is recorded and 

used without the users. For example, we can record which learning objects were visit-

ed by users and how they were rated, predict user ratings using collaborative filtering 

and evaluate from the recorded data whether the user actually rated the learning ob-

jects as predicted. In a user study, a group of users in a controlled environment work 

with the system. The user feedback can be gathered using multiple methods – e.g. 

with think-aloud protocols during the session, while also using post-session question-

naires. In online experiments (where “online” does not indicate network environment, 

but rather live system being used), users work towards their goals in their own set-

tings, for example a recommender system is deployed into live learning system. 

There are rules which should be observed whenever possible, ranging from random 

assignment of participants, through instructing them in the same way, to maintaining 

uniform work environment [4]. These rules are aimed at leveling out the effect of 

nuisance variables and can be obeyed either by accordingly preparing the test room, 

written instructions, etc., or also by randomizing their influence, e.g. letting large 

volume of users work in their own environment at own times (naturally, doing the 

same for experiment and control groups). 

One decision is that we either let the users go alone without any influences, and in 

fact, large number of users can participate this way, obtaining vast datasets for numer-

ical evaluations, or we bring the users into laboratory, where we can have absolute 

overview of their actions, expressions, etc. and even talk to them (think-aloud meth-

ods). Whether we have the user at hand in laboratory, or perform the experiment re-

motely, when we seek out opinions from the users, or, in a learning system, want to 

assess their knowledge for evaluation using the measure of gained knowledge, we 

have several options. We can passively provide commenting or rating tools in the 

system and count on the users using them. We can interact with the user during the 

work (e.g. think-aloud), but this can alter the user’s behavior, e.g. the user can ap-

proach problems differently when speaking out loud about them [4]. Or we can use 

post-testing, but we will maybe introduce maturation factors (users forget and also 

after the whole session, they can look differently on specific events). 

We seek for a method of user-centered adaptive educational systems evaluation 

combining advantages of the above – capturing the user feedback right during users’ 

workflow, but with minimal impact on learning process, i.e. without interrupting them 

significantly, and doing so in their natural settings. We proposed a conversational 

evaluation approach using evaluation questions being displayed at the appropriate 

times for collecting explicit user feedback. In this paper, we describe the evaluation 

questions approach and its use within our Adaptive LEarning Framework ALEF. 

2 Conversational Evaluation 

In our conversational evaluation approach, we generate evaluation questions and dis-

play them in appropriate moments during user’s normal unsupervised work. Using 
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evaluation questions is not unfamiliar to user feedback elicitation approaches, such as 

recommender rating elicitation [5], where an adaptive system asks the user for their 

ratings as needed, e.g., when the recommender does not have enough information to 

pick an item to be recommended for the given user. 

Asking for the item rating instead of waiting for the user to provide one has several 

advantages: the users can be more motivated to even provide the rating in the first 

place, as they are told that they are helping improving their profile and helping the 

system with recommendation to others [5], the user can achieve higher satisfaction 

and perceive the system as more useful [6], and of course accuracy can be increased 

while decreasing the load on user, as ratings are elicited for such items whose the 

rating or re-rating would be useful to the system [7]. 

We follow similar line with conversational evaluation questions – instead of wait-

ing for the user to provide the feedback after the session through the post-

test/questionnaire, or on the other side, asking them to unnecessarily comment every 

thought, relevant evaluation questions are asked at appropriate moments. A user of an 

adaptive educational system can be sitting at home, studying for the next exam and at 

the same time helping evaluating/improving the system and associated personalization 

methods by answering sparsely displayed questions. 

We propose a rule-based framework for generating conversations aimed at evalua-

tion of user opinion, knowledge, etc. Evaluation questions are based on classic ques-

tion types: yes/no, single choice, multiple choice, or free text. The text of questions is 

prepared by educational system developers (designer of particular personalization 

technique being tested) and stored as questions templates. When a question template 

is selected by the question engine and adapted to the user and situation (by processing 

the template scripts), it becomes a question instance, asked to a given user, within a 

given setup (e.g. learning course), and comes from a given asking rule. 

The evaluation questions (their respective templates) are selected by question ask-

ing engine based on triggers. The triggers are composed of a rule-part with arbitrary 

conditions to be evaluated against the user model and of pre-assigned question tem-

plate. For example, when a user scans through a list of items in a navigation tool 

(providing recommendations) and then proceeds to use the non-adaptive menu in-

stead, a question template on why the tool was not used is triggered. The triggers have 

pre-assigned priorities and the most immediate question template takes over. As we 

are aiming at web-based systems, the triggers can be based on client-side user actions, 

as well as server side logs. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the involved entities. 

The questions can be asked in a synchronous elicitation, which occurs during or 

just after an action, e.g. asking the user to rate a learning object after they finished 

reading this object, and in an asynchronous elicitation, which can, for example, occur 

when a user input is needed regardless of his actions. 

The selected and instantiated question is displayed to the user in the foreground, 

darkening the rest of the system screen. In order not to obtain random answers (just 

for the window to go away), the user can chose not to answer this question, or to an-

swer it later (if feasible due to the nature of the question). All these steps – from se-

lecting the question template using triggers, to instantiating the question template, to 

asking and possibly re-asking the question, to receiving the answer(s), are logged. 
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Fig. 1. Conceptual overview of the evaluation question model. 

3 Evaluation Questions within ALEF Learning Framework 

We realized the proposed evaluation questions approach as an evaluation sub-

framework within the ALEF (Adaptive LEarning Framework) [8]. It is being used on 

the Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies for five years in several 

courses: Principles of Software Engineering, Functional Programming and Logic 

Programming, and Procedural Programming. ALEF (Fig. 2) offers the users (students) 

learning objects of Explanation, Exercise, Question, and Question-Answer type, and 

also a variety of tools, ranging from personalized recommendations of learning ob-

jects, to automatic content enrichment using external sources. ALEF also provides 

domain and user models, as well as other features necessary for such personalized 

solutions. The educational system is used by students both during lectures in super-

vised settings in laboratories, as well as at home, unsupervised. 

One example of a feature problematic to evaluate is the recommender system us-

age. When the user follows a recommendation to study the proposed learning object 

as next, it can be evaluated through measures such as time spent (immediate return is 

a negative indicator, staying for some time is a positive indicator that the user has 

liked the recommendation), through subsequent user rating of the item, or through 

adaptive knowledge testing via exercises and questions (user’s knowledge has stayed 

the same or increased). However, when the user does not follow any recommendation 

(and this is a frequent case), it can have various meanings – maybe the user did not 

notice the recommendations, or he does not understand them, or the recommendations 

are inaccurate so the user ignores them, or the user just do not want to use them at all 

for own reasons often related to personal goals and motivational elements for using 

the educational system. Do we need to make the recommendations visually more 

prominent in the system? Or explain them in a better way? Employ different recom-

mendation method? Questions like these can be answered by prompting the user non-

invasively during his focus changes when using other tools in the system to navigate 

(e.g. ask: Why did he choose the menu over the recommended items?). 
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of ALEF educational system, showing a learning object (“Variable defini-

tion”, in Slovak) in the middle. The left side contains tools for navigation between learning 

objects: personalized recommendations (1), tag recommendation (2), menu (3). The right side 

contains tools within the learning object (4): reported errors, external sources, tags. 

4 Evaluation and Conclusions 

Our rule-based evaluation question framework was used in several evaluations, most 

recent on summarization of explanation parts of learning objects [9]. Here we present 

a case of synchronous questions based on user attention. 34 students took part in two 

week uncontrolled experiment. User attention was tracked using mouse interaction 

and commodity gaze tracking via webcams and based on attention, application (tools) 

and document (learning object) fragments were assessed and recommended.  

We hypothesized in this experiment that when asked at the appropriate moments, 

the users are more willing to provide opinions. The questions were displayed by the 

question engine in two situations. When the user focused on a fragment for a period 

of time and then shifted focus away, a question about the fragment was instantiated. 

The same question templates were also triggered randomly, unrelated to user atten-

tion, i.e. even during focused work, and unrelated to their current target fragment. In 

each question, the users had access to afore mentioned options of postponing the 

question or declining to answer. When asking questions related to user’s previous 

fragment and in the moments of shifting the focus, only 7 % (using gaze and mouse) 

and 12 % (mouse only) of the instantiated questions were cancelled. Contrast to this, 

33 % of randomly displayed questions was dismissed. 

Our experiment suggests that when the evaluation questions are asked at the ap-

propriate time and right when the user is working with the part in question (or just 

finished working with it), we can accomplish higher cooperation from the user 
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providing more feedback than when we would ask them randomly. This is not the 

only advantage. Since the users provide their opinions during their work, right when 

they interact with a given object, such as recommendation, they provide higher quali-

ty feedback than when commenting/rating after the entire session, and yet, they are 

not as interrupted as in supervised think-aloud evaluation.  

Our approach does not aim to entirely replace the physical presence of the user and 

the possibility of observing directly what are they doing and asking additional, unpre-

pared questions. It is rather a supplement, which gives different views on adaptive 

mechanisms and collects such views from users participating even in an unsupervised 

online experiment. Although the questions are constructed when asked and adapted to 

the user, some pre-thought is needed to create the templates in advance. 

Currently we are interested in combining the conversational evaluation with the 

elicitation of ratings, especially based on user attention and also in continuous adap-

tive testing of user knowledge, using these mechanisms with questions created by the 

teacher or sourced from the learning content. 
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Abstract. There is a demand for new ways to understand the relation between
student and group behaviour, and their impact on education performance. For
that, we are researching, developing, and testing technologies to instrument class-
rooms, collect human signal data, and derive meaning that leads us to understand
their relation with the education performance. We call this setup as “the Smarter
Classroom”. It integrates (i) applications running on tablet computing devices that
play digital education content and collect students’ gestures whilst manipulating
the materials, (ii) environmental sensors such as video cameras and microphones,
and (iii) innovative Analytics models that can make sense of these signals. In this
work, we describe our development, present a practical experiment, and discuss
the field applicability of this technology.

1 Introduction

The role of the modern education system is to provide students with skills and knowl-
edge to prepare them to pursue advanced degrees and employment to be able to succeed
in a globally competitive world [5]. This means that institutions must tailor learning ex-
periences to their students towards the ideal of massification with personalisation of the
education process. For that, there is a demand for new ways to understand the relation
between student and group behaviour, and their impact on education performance.

We are developing learning environments that collect and store the human sig-
nals [10] generated during the learning process. We call this development as “the Smarter
Classroom”. It provides comprehensive and affordable instrumentation of classrooms
along with innovative Analytic models that can make sense of this data. For example,
we analyse signals like the time spend on a page, clicks, zooming gestures, taps, ambi-
ent sound, disturbances in the classroom, and others. Based on this information we can
deduce individuals’ behaviours like interest, attention, focus thought, and others [9], as
well as insights on group behaviour.

The solution integrates (i) applications running on tablet computing devices that
play digital education content and collect students’ gestures whilst manipulating these
materials, (ii) environmental sensors such as video cameras and microphones, and (iii)
Analytics models to make sense of the data being collects. For the latter, we are exploit-
ing the concepts of Social Analytics [1] and Learning Analytics [4] aiming to create the
intelligence to:

– Classify individual and group behaviour based on human signals in learning envi-
ronments.
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– Correlate social behaviour to education performance.
– Recommend actions to improve the education performance, as for example ad-

justments in the learning environment, modifications in he content, distribution of
students based on social roles, and others.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation and related
work. Section 3 presents the prototype implementation and practical experiments. The
paper concludes with Section 4 with an analysis of the results and a discussion about
the field applicability of this technology.

2 Motivation and Related Work

We aim at tools to integrate the pillars of the education environment, i.e. teachers, stu-
dents, the classroom, and planning. Our proposal is to create new methods to track and
evaluate the students’ performance taking in consideration how they interact with the
education material, and with other students.

In the field of Ambient Intelligence, the work by [8] introduces an integrated ar-
chitecture for pervasive computing environments in Project ClassMATE. The work in
[11] proposes the use of sensors and speech recognition integrated to an analysis model
in project iClass. The report in [2] discusses the opportunities and consequences of
applying these techniques in the classroom environment.

Related to Learning Analytics, the report in [4] presents diverse approaches for the
measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their con-
texts. The work in [12] provides a broad view of the use of Analytics in education envi-
ronments. The work in [3] introduces Social Learning Analytics by combining learning
analytics and social networks.

Moreover, we are motived by the work in [9], where human signals are collected
and analysed to read people, allowing to classify individual and group behaviour, social
roles, patterns in group interactions, and the development of social networks, and others.

The related work identified in the prior art provide the basis for the study being
conduced in this project. We seek an integrated solution that exploits the concepts of
data collection and environment iteration in Ambient Intelligence and the methods to
extract deep insights provided by Learning Analytics. However, we want to use human
signals as the reference data – instead of simply using exams’ marks or surveys like
usual analytic models in the latter. Hence, we identified an opportunity to contribute
with a combined model as outlined below.

3 Prototype and Experiment

Figure 1 depicts the solution overview of the Smarter Classroom. It contains (1) Front-
end solutions to instrument classrooms environment, e.g. with video cameras, voice
capturing, ambient sound capturing, and applications running on tablet computing de-
vices that play digital education content. For instance, we prepared a scenario where
the teacher is equipped with a headset and a tablet computing device with a special con-
trol application. The teacher’s voice is streamed to an Automated Speech Recognition
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Fig. 1. Solution Overview: Smarter Classroom

service, generating the transcription. This is streamed to the students’ tablet computing
devices, creating a on-line annotation system. We also instrumented the classroom with
a camera so to record the class. The content player was developed as a version of the
Cool Reader [7], which is an open source e-book reader for Android. It is capable to
handle standard formats like EPUB and FictionBook. The code has been instrumented
to capture the signals, and store the data in log files. We represent a signal si as the tuple
< ts, tp, pr > where ts is the timestamp, tp is the type (e.g. page turn, zoom in, zoom
out, link clicked, others), and pr are description parameters. At the end of the class, the
applications upload the log files to a server where they are stored and indexed.

The environment also provides (2) Content processing methods to compile the cap-
tured data, making it available to other systems, students and administrators. In the
sideline, we are exploiting this module to integrate with Content Management Systems
in order to create dynamic web sites and repositories of quality education material.

Finally, the (3) Social Learning Analytics methods implements the models to derive
meaning from the collected data. It works by a combination of calculation models in
form of mathematical and statistical functions that process the human signals captured
by the (1) Front-end Solutions.

For instance, let us say that: M = {m1, . . . ,mn, t1, . . . , tm} is the education mate-
rial composed of the set of elements mi (e.g. (text, figures, links, etc) and multi-choice
test tj , and the S{c,M} = {s1, . . . , sn} contains the signals captured from a student c
using M . The classroom C = {c1, . . . , cn} is a set of students. Then, we developed
calculation models as for instance:

– Calculate level of activity while resolving a task: given a task to read elements and
respond to tests I ⊆ M ; there is a function levAct(S{c,M}) that calculates the
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level of activity acc whilst resolving the task; for instance, a calculation of time
between groups of events; there is a function avgAct(C) → α that calculates the
average level of activity of the students in C. The function act(c, I) classifies level
of activity as: slow activity if acc ≤ α∗(1−Tac), normal activity if α∗(1+Tac) >
acc > α∗(1−Tac), and high activity if acc ≥ α∗(1+Tac), where Tac is a threshold
(e.g. Tac = 0.2 in our experiments).

– Calculate level of attention while resolving a task: given a task to read elements and
respond to tests I ⊆M ; there is a function levAtt(S{c,M}) that calculates the level
of attention atc whilst resolving the task; for instance, it takes in consideration the
time between actions, time switching in and out the application (i.e. distractions by
other applications), and others; there is a function avgAtt(C) → β that calculates
the average level of attention of the students in C. The function att(c, I) classifies
level of activity as: inattentive if atc ≤ β ∗ (1− Tat), attentive if β ∗ (1 + Tat) >
atc > β ∗ (1 − Tat), and highly attentive if atc ≥ β ∗ (1 + Tat), where Tat is a
threshold (e.g. Tat = 0.5 in our experiments).

– Calculate performance resolving a task: given a task to read elements and respond
to tests I ⊆M ; there is a setE(M, I) = {e1, ..., en} of optimal sequence of events
to execute the instruction; there is a function distOpt(S{c,M}, E(I)) that calculates
the inverse of the distance pfc between the sequence executed by the student and
what would be the optimal sequence; there is a function avgDist(C)→ δ that cal-
culates the average performance of the students in C. The function perf(c, I) clas-
sifies performance as: low performance if pfc ≤ δ∗(1−Tpf ), normal performance
if δ∗(1+Tpf ) > pfc > δ∗(1−Tpf ), and high performance if pfc ≥ δ∗(1+Tpf ),
where Tpf is a threshold (e.g. Tpf = 0.2 in our experiments).

Finally, there is a method to Calculate performance resolving tests based on the
number of right answers provided to the tests {t1, . . . , tn} ⊂ I . We can then implement
experiments to collect data and apply these methods in order to classify individual and
group behaviour in learning environment as demonstrated below.

3.1 Experiment

In this experiment we focused on the detection of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disor-
der (ADHD) and analyse their impact in education performance. Our hypothesise is that
depending on the students’ behaviour it is possible to classify their profiles as ADHD
inattentive, ADHD hyperactive, or normal behaviour and then compare the results from
observations based on surveys conduced with these students.

We implemented a subset of the Smarter Classroom – i.e. tablet computers with the
player application and digital education material – in a controlled environment contain-
ing students with diverse profiles1. The teacher delivers the class explaining in detail
the whole digital education material M . Next, the teacher requests the students to exe-
cute a set of tasks to find the elements of I ⊂M . The students execute these activities,
generating logs Ss,M . Table 1 presents example results.

1 ADHD detection: as there is no final diagnosis for ADHD level, the students have been indi-
vidually evaluated based on their self-classification and behaviour.
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Table 1. Example of Test Results

Low Activity Normal Activity High Activity

Inattentive Task Low /
Exam Low

Task Medium /
Exam Low

Task Low /
Exam Low

Attentive Task Medium /
Exam Medium

Task High /
Exam Medium

Highly Attentive
Task High /
Exam High

Task High /
Exam High

From the results, we notice that students classified as inattentive whilst utilising the
education material attain lower performance for both task execution and exams. We
concluded that the students with low activity in this group present the characteristics of
ADHD inattentive, whilst the ones with high activity tend towards ADHD hyperactive
– however, we grant that this observation is not conclusive and may not be always the
case. During the survey, the students with known ADHD inattentive condition reported
difficulty to: pay attention to the class, understand what is being discussed in a given
moment, and keep attention whilst the tablet computing offers other distractions (i.e.
applications other than the content player). On the other hand, the students with known
ADHD hyperactive condition reported that they need to feel in control of the tablet com-
puting and player application, so they spent considerable amount of time playing with
the configurations. Some reported problems with the application (most likely due to
misconfiguration), which let them feel impatient and disappointed with the technology.

Conversely, students classified as attentive and highly attentive attain best perfor-
mance in both metrics. We cannot conclude that high activity in manipulating the edu-
cation content necessarily reflects ADHD conditions for these groups. During the sur-
vey, the normal students (i.e. the ones whose ADHD condition is not detected) reported
that: “it was easy to use the player application and the interface is friendly”. Some of the
highly attentive users complained that other students were taking too long to complete
the tasks, delaying their performance in class.

This experiment demonstrate the feasibility and potential of the technology. It is
missing now more Analytic modes able to computer different performance indicators
and apply the technology in diverse and larger environment to validate the results.

4 Conclusions

We presented our research in creating a interface to capture human signals in learning
environment, integrated to innovative analytic models to extract meaning from this data.
This development leads to alternative methods to classify and understand the impact
of individual and social behaviour in the learning environments. We acknowledge the
legislative, ethical, and organizational issues related to the field implementation of this
proposal. However, so far we are working on proving the concept and applicability of
the solutions. In further stages we will discuss the practices for field implementation.
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We implement a proof-of-concept experiment to detect variations of attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) based on level of attentiveness, activity and task perfor-
mance. We could successfully detect the human signals involved in this situation and
related to performance and activity whilst resolving education tasks. This experiment
demonstrates the feasibility and potential of applying this technology in the field.

This development advances the state-of-the-art by introducing a method to analyse
education performance based on patterns in human signals. We are building upon the
solutions and case scenarios in the IBM Smarter Education program [6], which envis-
ages the use of analytics to understand the learning environment. We aim to contribute
to this program with a layer of understanding about individual and group behaviour and
its impact on education performance.

Future work will provide extended analytic methods, implement larger test scenar-
ios, and create recommendation modules and visualisations to facilitate decision mak-
ing. In the long term, we aim to integrate these modules in a composed solution.

Acknowledgement This work has been supported and partially funded by FINEP /
MCTI, under subcontract no. 03.11.0371.00.
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Abstract. Despite psychological research showing that there is a strong rela-

tionship between learners’ affective state and the learning process, affection is 

often neglected by distance learning (DL) educators. In this paper we discuss 

some issues which arise when eliciting personalized affective recommendations 

for DL scenarios. These issues were identified in the course of applying the 

TORMES user centered engineering approach to involve relevant stakeholders 

(i.e. educators) in an affective recommendation elicitation process.  

Keywords: Educational recommender systems, affective computing, distance 

learning, educational scenarios. 

1 Introduction 

Recommender systems should help and support both learners and educators in educa-

tional web based scenarios [1]. Very often, this support has been given in terms of 

content to be read by the learners to reduce the information overload (see relevant 

compilations of educational recommenders in [2-6]), while educational scenarios 

might offer richer recommendation opportunities that involve the usage of learning 

services [7]. Moreover, psychological research shows that there is a strong relation-

ship between the learners’ affective state and the learning process [8-9]. However, to 

date there have been only a few recommender systems in educational scenarios that 

have considered affective issues. They have been used to 1) recommend courses ac-

cording to the inferred emotional information about the user [10], 2) customize deliv-

ered learning materials depending on the learner emotional state and learning context 

[11] and 3) provide the list of most suitable resources given the learner affective state, 

provided that the learner fills in i) her current affective state (flow, frustrated, etc.) 

and ii) her learning objectives [12]. 

In the past, we have been researching on eliciting educational oriented recommen-

dations to identify recommendation opportunities that go beyond reducing the infor-

mation overload in learning management systems. Thus, in order to support educators 

in the elicitation process, we proposed the TORMES methodology [14]. TORMES 
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adapts the ISO standard 9241-210 to help educators identifying when, who, what, 

how, where and why educational support needs to be provided to each particular 

learner in a given educational scenario, as well as on which features characterize the 

recommendations. When we came to take into account affective issues in the learning 

process within the MAMIPEC project [29], TORMES methodology was extended to 

explicitly support educators in eliciting recommendation opportunities that involved 

emotional feedback [25]. An initial application of TORMES was done with 3 educa-

tors particularly concerned with teaching strategies that incorporate the affective di-

mensions. Moreover, additional 12 educators, who have not taken part in the elicita-

tion process, were asked to evaluate 12 of the 47 affective scenarios elicited and their 

corresponding potential recommendations. Preliminary outcomes of this application 

have been reported elsewhere [27, 28]. In general terms, educators who evaluated the 

recommendations elicited found them as valuable affective pedagogical interventions. 

However, some open issues were identified. In some cases, educators pointed out that 

applying recommendations into real practice was beyond their capabilities. In particu-

lar, they reported difficulties in detecting the need of affective support in real learning 

scenarios, which in our view, shows that DL educators might not intervene in certain 

valuable affective ways due to the lack of resources and training related to dealing 

with the student affective state and applying appropriate intervention strategies. 

In this context, the goal of this paper is not to report on experiment findings, but to 

reflect on the work done so far and identify open issues relevant to affective recom-

mender system research to be shared and discussed during the workshop with the rest 

of the participants. In this way, next we present the open issues identified and after 

that, we comment on how, in our view and experience, they can be addressed.  

2 Identified open issues concerning affective educational 

support in DL  

From our past experience, review of the pertinent literature, and outcomes from the 

application of TORMES, we have identified 5 open issues that mainly involve a lack 

of resources and training concerning affective teaching on the part of DL educators.  

2.1 Scarce reported experiences on affective support in DL scenarios 

Although general models of affective support in e-learning have been proposed (as in 

the case of [13]) and some positive studies have been reported (such as [15]) on the 

commitment of DL institutions with the principles of an “affective teaching”, to date, 

affection is often neglected by DL educators. Educators have mainly focused on the 

cognitive domain of learning [30] and they have ignored its affective domain. As 

consequence educators are poorly trained in affective teaching strategies. In fact, there 

is no literature on the term “affective teaching” itself, but only on affective learning, 

and the significant literature about academic emotions [16-18] focus on face to face 

learning experiences usually concerning students of secondary and higher education. 

In any case, it is acknowledge the benefits of providing a positive emotional climate 
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[36] where learners are happy and feet well supported in their learning [37, 38], since 

a climate built on mutual trust could encourage learners to take on new learning chal-

lenges as they would not be afraid of making mistakes [38]. 

However, distinctive and unique affective experience issues intricately linked to 

the computer interaction experience (supported by e-learning platforms) concern DL 

students. In our view, their singularity and the distance context itself should give rise 

to particular educational scenarios and affective responses that require particular ap-

proaches of student affective support. Thus, we consider of importance to analyze the 

diversity of scenarios with affective relevance that may arise in DL contexts. 

2.2 Affective needs in DL 

There is abundant literature characterizing distance learners [21-22]. Learning provide 

new stimulus to these students, guided by intrinsic motivations, and determine the 

mobilization of intense emotions. But it is essential to consider that learning for adult 

students entails different characteristics to those belonging to other population groups. 

Adult students feel less fitted, and tiredness and lack of time are consequences of their 

socio-occupational status. Learning requires great personal sacrifices that do not pre-

vent very long study times. Demotivation is the main cause of dropout. The quality of 

electronic communications is not enough to satisfy socialization needs, and causes 

conflicts with affective implications [23-24]. Taking into account these factors educa-

tors should consider how affective issues could impact on the learning process [31], 

helping learners to recognize and manage their own emotions, by increasing motiva-

tion, facing critics, etc. Affective learning is subject of consideration particularly in 

the case of students with disabilities, who tend to choose the distance modality and 

thus difficulties caused by their own characteristics should be considered when they 

are communicating or understanding emotions showed by others.  Sometimes disabili-

ties involve deficits in the different stages of affective processing (sensing, express-

ing, or interpreting affect-relevant signals). Consequently, people with these kinds of 

disabilities can be considered emotionally handicapped [39]. Besides, adult students 

deserve a treatment different from young face-to-face students, demanding more par-

ticipative teaching approaches, subtle and suggestive support, respect and apprecia-

tion of their experience, further reinforcement and motivation, friendliness and close-

ness.  

2.3 Difficulties of affective communication in virtual learning communities 

In DL, given the lack of straightforward information on student affective states, this is 

inferred from various sources, such as forum and email messages, as well as occa-

sional telephone calls that express emotions more or less directly. Frequency of learn-

ers’ communications and interactions in virtual courses may also indicate hidden 

emotional states. There is no doubt that it is difficult to assess with certainty the emo-

tions involved, their intensity, their permanency, etc. only from these information 

sources, providing they facilitate emotional dishonest information about their feelings 

and emotions because they feel more vulnerable and incapable. Moreover, the educa-
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tor must express affection to her students to dissolve the students' natural tendency to 

resist being told what to do, so the advice can penetrate more deeply and effectively 

[34].  Humor can be use as a tool to make the topic or subject seem more relevant to 

learners’ own experiences [36], as it can engender trust and mutual respect and made 

every effort to be flexible in order to provide a learning environment that encouraged 

pupil participation [37]. 

Another issue here, is the difficulty of affective communication influences not only 

learning itself, but social relationships in virtual communities [18-20], among others. 

Virtual learning communities often are a meeting place between students and educa-

tors. Accordingly, social relationships are a key aspect of learning since if the learner 

has not adequate social competences, she will not be able to acquire and share infor-

mation and knowledge with others, receive feedback about her beliefs, work, etc., 

impeding her to modify or improve them. 

2.4 Reduced scope of the affective support provided in current approaches 

In the last century different authors have examined the domains of learning and they 

identified levels of learning in affective domain. The affective domain covers motiva-

tion, emotions, values, attitudes and behaviors [32]. Thus, affective support should 

take into consideration student psychological factors such as attitudes, beliefs, moti-

vation and thoughts. However, current affective research focuses almost exclusively 

on increasing learners’ motivation. Thus, no emphasis is done on providing learners 

with emotional regulation strategies for the benefit of the learning process. These 

strategies include activities and resources to improve the ability to listen, demonstrate 

attitudes, revise judgments and change an inadequate behavior and could be provided 

through educational oriented recommendations focused on recommending specific 

actions to be carried out by the learners.  

2.5 Lack of resources for educators to provide affective support  

In general educators, and more specifically distance educators, face difficulties when 

teaching affective outcomes, they consider that these issues are private and far too 

long term to be integrated into any learning program [33]. As consequence, distance 

education teachers are not usually aware of the impact of affection in learning, and are 

not used to provide affective support to their learners, despite the fact that underlying 

any instruction there is always an implicit affective support strategy. Therefore, a 

methodology is needed to help educators elicit recommendation opportunities in their 

teaching scenarios. However, we could not find in the literature of educational rec-

ommender systems [2-6] methodological approaches to support the recommendations 

elicitation process except for the TORMES methodology that we have applied.  
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3 Discussion on ways to address the open issues 

Educational recommender systems can model the affective issues involved during the 

learning process, considering that this modeling has to be managed and integrated 

with the rest of existing e-learning services. Given the open issues in affective learn-

ing theories, the heuristic knowledge that is applied in everyday instruction practice in 

learning institutions might be of great importance. As for the current literature on this 

topic, large parts of this knowledge have not yet been collected.  

Moreover, in our view, there is a lack of methodological approaches to support the 

recommendation elicitation process in user modeling and personalized educational 

scenarios. This need is even more critical in distance teaching, where affective sup-

port would be very valuable but has been usually neglected. In view of the above, we 

propose the involvement of educators in order to carry out an exhaustive and method-

ical compilation of heuristics concerning affective learning in DL contexts, as already 

suggested in the literature (e.g., see [8]), by applying TORMES. 

As shown, the TORMES methodology can be of help to support eliciting recom-

mendation opportunities in which affective issues can be addressed to support the 

learning process from educators [25]. In past experiments [26]), which did not focus 

on affective issues, we already found a statistically significant positive impact on 

indicators dealing with engagement in the course, learning effectiveness and efficien-

cy, and knowledge acquisition when educational recommendations are delivered to 

learners in the learning management systems.  

From the evaluation activity we carried out [28], it appeared that there is little 

awareness and little training regarding affective educational dimension but a latent 

sensibility to the issue. It will be therefore advisable to extend and reformulate the 

elicited recommendations in the light of an affective teaching model that incorporates 

the theory and experiences of face-to-face courses translated to a DL context. Moreo-

ver, we belief necessary deepen the rich emotional universe of DL students by also 

engaging them in an affective scenario elicitation process.  

Finally, the limitations on affective communication in DL scenarios are more diffi-

cult to address. We are currently working hard in the automatic detection of emotions 

on the basis of physiological parameters, but we are aware of the risks of misinterpre-

tations inherent in context-aware system approaches, mainly when they involve such 

complex factors as emotions. 

 In summary, integrating affective recommender systems in e-learning platforms 

could contribute to raising awareness and training for an affective teaching. Thus, 

these systems could provide undoubtedly added value to e-learning platforms. 
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